Talk to your orthodontist if you have any questions about the PowerScope Class II Corrector.
CLASS II CORRECTION SIMPLIFIED

A Class II malocclusion (commonly called overbite) is one of the most common orthodontic cases treated today, and occurs when the upper teeth stick out farther than the lower teeth and cause an uneven bite. These cases are traditionally treated with highly visible and uncomfortable external headgear or complicated elastics.

Your orthodontist has chosen the innovative PowerScope™ Class II Corrector for your treatment. PowerScope takes just minutes to install, and once it's on, delivers continuous forces to help efficiently and effectively align your bite. Unlike headgear or elastics, PowerScope doesn't need to be removed or adjusted, and the small, smooth appliance is barely noticeable.

WHY POWERSCOPE?

SIMPLE

• Installs in minutes and in just one appointment
• Fixed appliance stays in the mouth - no need to remove or adjust
• Minimal maintenance - just brush to keep PowerScope clean and make sure to keep your scheduled appointments

TIME-SAVING

• Internal spring constantly works to correct your bite
• Treatment time is typically faster than traditional headgear or other similar Class II correctors
• One-piece, telescoping design won’t come apart during treatment, avoiding emergency visits

COMFORTABLE

• Allows full freedom of movement when opening your mouth or moving side to side
• No sharp edges or external springs
• Smooth, low profile design won’t give your cheeks a puffed out look
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Scan for more information.